
1. The LL916C-IE is a cage mounted broadband underwater speaker fitted with a Teledyne Impulse
IERD2F-BC underwater pluggable bulkhead connector. It is typically ordered with a mating Impulse
IE2M connector overmolded to a 30’ 18/2 SJO cable, but can be special ordered with custom
length/gauge SOOW cables for long cable runs.

2. Lubricate the Impulse IE2M cable connector contact surface with dielectric silicone grease ONLY
(Dow DC-4, Molykote 44 medium) and connect to the mating connector on the LL916C-IE speaker.
Strain relief the cable to the underwater speaker cage using nylon tie straps. (Failure to strain-relief
the cable WILL damage the connectors!) Keep the other side of the speaker cable dry and away
from water -- it is not water-blocked.

3. Attach a rope to the LL916C-IE underwater speaker cage for raising and lowering the unit from the
water. The speaker can also be mounted to a pole, pier, etc. using the 4-bolt flange on the speaker
cage.  Do not lift the LL916C-IE by the speaker cable as this will result in non-warranty damage to
the cable & connector. The LL916C-IE may be used at 6’ (1.83m) to 50’ (15.24m) depths in fresh or
salt water.

4. Connect each LL916C-IE cable’s white and black spade-lug terminal wires to the corresponding

WHT and BLK terminals on each provided AC205B transformer box.

5. Connect the 25V and COM terminals on the AC205B transformer box to the corresponding 25V and

COM speaker terminals on the InterM A-120 amplifier. Up to three LL916C-IE & AC205B may be
connected in parallel and in phase to this amplifier. Order Bosch Plena PLE-1P240-US amplifier for
connecting up to six LL916C-IE & AC205B to the 25V and COM speaker terminals. 16 gauge
twin-lead speaker cord is recommended for connecting the AC205B’s to the amplifier.

6. The InterM A-120 amplifier has convenient stereo summing RCA input jacks for connecting laptop,
tone generator, etc. using the HOSA CMR-203 1/8” mini stereo to dual male RCA patch cord.
Connect to the AUX 1 input for -10dB consumer source, and AUX 2 for +3dB pro source. 

7. If using Bosch PLE-1P240-US amplifier, follow manual instructions for connecting a mono line level

source (mixer, tone generator, sound card) to the + and - INPUT terminals on the back of the
amplifier. The INSERT / LOOP-THRU + and - terminals just to the right of the INPUT terminals
allow daisy-chained connection of additional PLE-1P240-US amplifiers using shielded audio cable.
Connection must be in parallel and in phase (+ to +, - to -). Input sensitivity is 1.0 V (5k ohm) for full
output. 

8. Assuming your connected source (mixer, tone-generator, etc) is connected and playing sound, turn

up the volume control on each amplifier (while observing the SIGNAL level meter on the front of
each amplifier) until each meter is indicating required levels (and not lighting the 0 dB red LIMITER
light!!).

9. Install the amplifiers and transformer boxes in dry indoor locations only. Amplifiers must be
connected to grounded GFCI electrical outlets. Allow adequate ventilation around the amplifiers.

10. WARNING!: Inspect all cables before and after each use. Do not use the underwater speaker(s) or
amplifier(s) if the cables are damaged -- order replacement cable(s) as required. Vacate swimmers
from the water during inclement weather and electrical storms! Call us or contact us with any
questions!
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